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NURSE FAMILY PARTNERSHIP HUDSON & UNION COUNTIES 
Client check-in 

  
Client Name:___________ 

Your History with NFP: 

- Enrolled in NFP on ______ 

- Since you enrolled you had a  total of __ cancelled visits 

- Since you enrolled you had a  total of __ completed visits 

- Your baby was born on _____- only __ Infancy visits completed.  

- By this time, ideally there should have been ~____ Infancy visits.  

- These are the major forms we did not get to complete yet: No PIPE completed, No ASQs completed. NO DANCE or STAR completed. 

- Our last visit was  _____ 

*Is there any feedback for me to help you reach your goal to continue in the program and graduate? 

* Do you need a more flexible schedule for visits?  

*There are other nurses who you can transfer to.  

Moving forward: 

- Can you commit to at least _ visit(s) per month (alternative schedule)?   (Please specify your plan based on the client)  

- If you need to reschedule, can you please give me at least 24 hour notice? 

- Try to complete forms, such as ASQs, between visits so that we have time to go over the program content during our home visits? 

- Have the infant present and awake for at least part of the visit so that we can complete a PIPE and weigh and measure her. 

- Let me know if you ever want to meet in a different location, such as the library. 

Benefits for staying in the program: 

- Developmental assessments by a registered nurse.  

- Education on growth and developmental and what to expect until your child turns 2 years old.  

- Monthly growth checks, you can assist the nurse with this process. 

- You and your family can attend a Graduation Event when your child turns 2 years old. 

- You will receive a graduation certificate for your child as keep sake.  

- You will get to participate in fun and interactive PIPE activities which teach parents new and exciting ways to play with their children.  

- You may receive developmental toys / books / incentives throughout participation with scheduled visits (when available).  

- You will receive a developmental toy and gift certificate for graduating.  

- You will receive ongoing support, and referrals – even after graduation of the program.  

- Your nurse will help you set goals for your life and take steps to achieve these goals.  

- You will receive education on important topics of your choice such as: baby proofing, what to feed my toddler, safe sleep, potty training.  

**You can always reach out to my supervisor, Sarah Bilyj: 201-344-3092.  

You and ________ (child’s name) will graduate from NFP _________ (date)! I hope to be able to help support your goals to reach your hearts 

desire!!! 

Client: ______________________________________       Date: 

Nurse: _____________________________________        Date: 
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Hudson 2014 Winter Graduates 

 

Union 2014 Winter Graduates  

 

NFP Hudson Union Team: Sarah, Veronica, Raquel, Maria, Yines, Kim, Amber (left to right) 


